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ABSTRACT
Solids having the simultaneous interaction of electrical and 
thermal fields in the presence of external magnetic fields repre­
sent systems which cannot be solved thermodynamically from the 
classical viewpoint. This work uses the concepts of irreversible 
thermodynamics to obtain, in general vectorial form, the equations
governing the flow of heat currents and electrical currents in the
\
solid. Adiabatic and isothermal coefficients of the thermomagnetic 
and galvanomagnetic effects are used in the analysis and comparisons 
are made of the results.
The governing equations are applied to a one dimensional model 
having infinitely segmented electrode boundary conditions. The 
system is assumed to have temperature dependent electrical conduc­
tivity. The effect of the variation of the conductivity on 
temperature, electric field, and magnetic field distributions in 
the solid, is compared for the adiabatic and isothermal cases.
The general results are applied to two magnetothermoelectric 
energy conversion devices: the thermomagnetic generator and a
thermomagnetic cooler. For the generator, information is obtained 
on power output and system efficiency. The magnitude of the 
coefficient of performance for the cooler is also obtained. Both 
devices are analyzed under adiabatic and isothermal effects with 
variable electrical conductivity. Comparisons are presented 
of the various cases considered.
viii
1. INTRODUCTION
A solid containing a temperature gradient and/or a voltage 
gradient represents a system which, from a thermodynamic stand­
point, is considered irreversible. More generally, all systems 
having non-homogeneous thermodynrmic intensive properties are 
irreversible. The thermodynamic analysis of such systems is in 
some instances quite simple. Ohm's law relates the electric 
current to the electrostatic field for systems at constant temp­
erature and having no applied magnetic fields. Fourier's law 
describes the heat flow as related to the temperature gradient 
for systems having no simultaneous electric current flow or 
applied magnetic fields. Systems which have the simultaneous 
flow of heat and electric currents and systems having externally 
applied magnetic fields can not be analyzed with Ohm's and 
Fourier's laws. It is the analysis of these latter systems 
which is the concern of this dissertation.
From the practical standpoint, the question arises as to 
why the interest in systems having the simultaneous current flows 
and externally applied magnetic fields. In 1879 E. H. Hall at 
Johns Hopkins University discovered that an electric current 
passed through a conductor in the presence of an external trans­
verse magnetic field gave rise to a potential difference in a 
plane normal to both the current flow and the direction of the 
magnetic field. This discovery has been called the Hall effect, 
Figure (1.1). In 1886 A. von Ettingshausen and W. Nernst found 
that a thermal current passed through a conductor in the presence
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of an external transverse magnetic field gave rise to a voltage 
difference in a plane normal to both the current flow and the 
direction of the magnetic field. This is the Nernst effect, Figure 
(1.2). In 1887 A. von Ettingshausen measured a temperature differ­
ence in the plane Hall measured the voltage difference. This is 
the Ettingshausen effect, Figure (1.3). A; Righi and S. A. Leduc, 
in 1887, measured a temperature gradient in the plane Ettingshausen 
and Nernst measured the voltage difference. This is the Righi- 
Leduc effect, Figure (1.4). It is these induced currents that pro­
vide the interest in such systems.
A general analysis which considers both applied and induced 
currents in the presence of an external magnetic field will be 
governed by Maxwell's electromagnetic equations, the conservation 
of energy equation and the generalized forms of Ohm's and Fourier's 
laws. The general forms of Ohm's and Fourier's laws are referred 
to as the phenomenological relations and are obtained using the 
methods of irreversible thermodynamics. Arnas [l]^obtained the 
phenomenological relationships and used isothermal conditions to 
evaluate the coefficients which appeared. The coefficients repre­
sent the thermomagnetic and galvanomagnetic effects discussed pre­
viously. Thermomagnetic refers to the effects caused by a heat 
current, and galvanomagnetic to the results of an electric current. 
Craig [2] following the analysis of Arnas obtained the phenomen­
ological relations assuming adiabatic conditions to evaluate the 
coefficients of the equations.
■^ Numbers in brackets pertain to references in bibliography.
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The general equations of Arnas and Craig were applied to the 
analysis of a rectangular block of unit thickness with a temper­
ature gradient in the x direction and an electric current flowing 
in the z direction. An externally applied magnetic field is intro­
duced in the y direction. The analyses are one dimensional under 
steady state conditions and with constant thermophysical proper­
ties. The distribution along the solid of various relevant para­
meters is determined.
The electrical conductivity of solids is known to be a func­
tion of the temperature [33. The assumption of constant thermo­
physical properties made in the previous analyses introduces serious 
questions as to the validity of the results when applied to actual 
physical systems. In this dissertation the electrical conductivity 
is varied with the temperature and the previous works of Arnas and 
Craig are reevaluated.
Actual physical systems are three dimensional models; there­
fore, the one dimensional assumption may be overly prohibitive. An 
investigation is therefore conducted into multi-dimensional systems. 
A criteria, however, is hereby established that a multi-dimensional 
system which does not satisfy all restrictive equations and boundary 
conditions is not an improvement over the simplified one dimensional 
model.
Along with the theoretical understanding of the various galvano­
magnetic and thermomagnetic effects came the realization that a 
practical application did exist for these phenomena. In 1962 
Angrist [4] reported on the generation of power through the Nernst
effect. El-Saden [5] also in 1962 analyzed a cooling system 
referred to as the Ettingshausen cooler based on the Ettingshausen 
and Nernst effects. Arnas [1] applied his one dimensional analysis 
to both the thermomagnetic generator and thermomagnetic cooler to 
obtain information regarding system performance. In this work the 
generator and cooler are also analyzed considering relations 
obtained under conditions of both isothermal and adiabatic effects 
and permitting variable electrical conductivity.
2. IRREVERSIBLE THERMODYNAMICS
In this section the fundamental relationships of irreversible 
thermodynamics are developed. Consideration is given to the var­
ious irreversible processes that occur in a system with the ulti­
mate goal being the determination of the rate of entropy production 
The analysis is completely general in that the center of mass is 
assumed in motion and chemical reactions are taking place. The 
analysis follows the work of De Groot and Mazur [6],
The principle of conservation of energy states that the total 
energy content within an arbitrary volume V can change only if 
energy flows into or out of the volume considered through its sur­
face n.. This can be written as
where e is the energy per unit mass and is the energy flux. 
Using Gauss' divergence theorem equation (2-1) becomes
The rate of change of the mass of component k within a given 
volume V is
This quantity is equal to the sum of the material flow of com­
ponent k into V through its surface Q plus the total quantity
(2- 1)
<2-2)
(2-3)
produced in chemical reactions within V
Applying Gauss1 theorem to equation (2-4)
Spk _  = - v
• ( P k v  + vkjJj <2’5>
The substantial derivative of a quantity is given by
ZE ’  n  + ? ' 7 (2‘6)
where v is the velocity of the center of mass. The rate of flow 
of substance k defined with respect to the center of mass motion is
3k = Pk(\  • (2'7)
Taking the divergence of equation (2-7) and with equation (2-6), 
equation (2-5) becomes
- - Pfc* • v - V • 3k + £  vkjJj (2-8)
Introducing mass fractions c^
pkc. = —  (2-9)k p
equation (2-8) becomes
9where the law of conservation of mass
= - pV • v (2-11)
has been used.
The total energy is given by
e^ = pu + "^ (pv + if + B ) (2-12)
1 -»2where pu is the internal energy, -^ pv the kinetic energy, and 
X >2 >2-^ (E + B ) the electromagnetic energy.
The total energy flux,j^, is made up of a convective term, 
an energy flux due to the mechanical work performed bn the system, 
a heat flow and a passing of electromagnetic energy giving
J^= [ |pv2v 4- puv ] + P • v + Jq + c(E x B) (2-13)
or rearranging we obtain an expression for the heat flow as
Jq = J^- [ "|pv2v + puv + P • v + "C(ExB)] (2-14)
where in equations (2—13) and (2-14) P is the pressure tensor of
the system, and c(E x B) is the Poynting vector for the system.
Newton's second law of motion states that the time rate of 
change of momentum is proportional to the forces acting on a sys­
tem. A system having matter and electromagnetic energy flow has 
a momentum of
pv + “t=(E x B) (2-15)
10
The forces acting on the system include the components of pres­
sure as well as the electromagnetic forces
“ l r  pac + 2 pta  (2‘ 16)0=1 0 “ k=l
where Xp are the Cartesian coordinates; the quantities P ^  and 
are the Cartesian components of the pressure tensor 1* of the 
medium and of the electromagnetic forces present. Newton's second 
law, therefore, becomes
* S)] - - 7 • f  + S f (2-17)
^ k,a
Using the following identity, valid for any local property a,
P = “ (ap) + V • (apv) (2-18)
equation (2-17) becomes
+ x B)] = - V • [pw + 1 - S f ] (2-19)
^ k,a
From Maxwell1s equations, it follows that
i|j(f X B) o 7 . ( s f ) - pzE - i(Jec x B) (2-20)
k,a
where z is the electrical charge per unit mass and S F, is the
k KOfiQ'
Maxwell stress tensor. Introducing equation (2-20) into equation 
(2-19) gives
|^(pv) = - V • (pvv + P) + pzE + =(Jgc x B) (2-21)
The total electric current, jf , is the sum of the currentec
due to convection, pzv, and t  the conduction current
J = pzv + i (2-22)ec r
Introducing equation (2-22) into equation (2-21)
■|^ (pv) = - V • (pvv + P) + pzE + i[(pzv + i) x B] (2-23)
or
|r(pv) = - V • (pvv + P) + pz[f + =(v x B)] + =(i x B)
dt c c (2-24)
Multiplying equation (2-24) by v
v • Tr(pv) =-v • V • (pvv + ?) + v • pz[E + "(v x B)] + =v • (i x B) o t c c
(2-25)
or
|^(|pv2) = - v * (|pv2v + P *v) + f ivv + pz(v *f) + m  * (v x B)
(2-26)
1 —* TT*.+ ■=* v • (i x B) c
or upon simplifying
^(■|pv2) = - V • (-|pv2v + £ *v) + P iVv + pz(v *E) - i i • (v x B)
(2-27)
From Maxwell's equations the Poynting equation is
|^[-|(S2 + B2)] - - V .c(E x B) - Jec -E (2-28)
Combining equation (2-27) and equation (2-28) along with equation
12
(2-22) we obtain
+ E?2 4- B2)] o - 7  • [— pv2v + P *v + c ( $  x B)]
(2-29)
+ P : vv - i •[E + =(v x B)]
From equation (2-2) the conservation of energy can be written
as
de
= - V - 3 (2-30)
where 3 is the total energy current.
Subtracting equation (2-29) from equation (2-30) and using 
equation (2-12)
JL.
at
(2-31)
(pu) = - V * [J - | PV 2V + P «v + ‘c(E x B)^ 3 - P :7V
+ i • [1? + =(v x B) ]
Introducing equation (2-14) into equation (2-31)
T~(pu) = - V •(puv + J ) - f :Vv + i ■[E + 4(v x B)] (2-32)
Ot c
or using equation (2-18)
P“ = - V - J Q - f : V v + i - [ E +  =(v x B) ] (2-33)
or introducing the viscous pressure tensor
p”  o - v • J  - pP^ - ff : W  + x ' [E + i(v x B) ] (2-34)
The Gibbs equation is given as [7]
dc.
s - k v r  <2-35>k=l
Introduction of equations (2-10) and (2-34) into equation (2-35) 
and dividing by temperature yields
, JQ " * h* Jk .
= - V • ( j J --2 JQ -VT - - ft ;W
+ ^  £ *[£ + =(V X B)] - S Pk £ (2-36)
1 j=1
‘ T ^ k 7 * \  + \  'V^k) “ ^2 ^ V k  ,VT 
The rate of entropy production is given as [6] .
pit ' - V A  + r <2-37>
where J is the entropy flux and T the entropy production per s
unit volume and unit time. Comparing equations (2-36) and (2-37) 
shows the entropy flux to be given by
A  ■  t ?  ■ I  *  “ A  <2 -3 8 >k=l
Only in the absence of mass and charge flows does equation (2-38) 
reduce to
V H  (2-39>
which is the equation commonly used for all analyses [7].
14
2,1 The Phenomenological Equations
For a system at rest with no sustained electrical charge the 
rate of entropy generation per unit volume, s, due to the irrever­
sible processes is given from equation (2-36) as
i .  JQ -vr \  -[T,^] (2-40)
In equation (2-40) the gradients are referred to as the 
"forces" and the currents as the "responses11. - Denoting the forces 
by t*le responses by J^, the result in general is
(2-41)
k
Assuming that there is a mutual coupling between the various forces 
and currents, and that each current is dependent upon the local 
Intensive parameters, F^, as well as the various forces, 3?^ , we 
can write
• • * •» ^q » • • * ’) (2-42)
If the dependence of the currents on the forces is linear, the 
system is called "Markoffian" [7], characterized by
\ - I \ A  <2-43>
where the coefficients are functions of intensive parameters,
hci = Lki^F0> F l* *■*•) (2-44)
15
The Onsager [7] relation states that the value of the coefficient 
measured in an external magnetic field, j£, is identical to 
the measured in the reversed magnetic field, - I?. This can 
be stated mathematically as
- Lik<-
✓ /
2.2 Simultaneous Flow of Electric and Thermal Currents In a Solid
The results of Section 2.1 will now be applied to a solid in 
which electric and thermal currents flow in the x and y directions 
while an external magnetic field is applied in the z direction. 
Since there is no mass flow, equation (2-40) can be written as
s = (^T) •(- 3s) + <^i) .(- J) (2-46)
Considering a "Markoffian" system, the currents are assumed 
to be linear functions of the forces. In general, if two vectors 
A and C are colinear and coupled, and if
A = 1 C
then 1 must be a scalar. If 1 is a. function of the magnetic field
-4 —I
B, which is a vector, it must be an even function of B. However, 
if X and 5 are perpendicular to each other, and if
A = L C
then £ must be a vector that rotates (J in the direction of X. Thus
A = L x C
If X is a function of the magnetic field B which is perpendicular 
to the plane of A and C, it follows that L is an odd function of B, 
Equation (2-43) can be written as
-X = L& V|i, + x (vp,) + Lc VT + Ld x (vT) (2-47)
-3q = la + t h x (vpi) + lc VT + Td x (VT) (2-48)
where L^, L^, 1^ , are the vector coefficients in the z direction
and hence are odd functions of the applied magnetic field, whereas 
the others are scalars and hence are either even functions or 
independent of it. The factor (1/T) has been incorporated in the 
coefficients.
The x and y components of the flows can be found by taking 
the dot product of equations (2-47) and (2-48) by the correspond­
ing unit vectors i and j. The subscripts x and y are introduced 
into the coefficients to take into account the anisotropy of the 
material. This leads to
(2-49)
form by
(2-50)
In this form Onsager's relation, equation (2-45), can be applied.
-J = L yu, ■ L  V + L V T - L ,  V I  x axx x^ Dxy y cxx x dxy y
-J = L, V (l. L V U  + L, V T  + L V Ty byx x ayy y^ dyx x cyy y
-J = 1  Vli - 1, V p + 1  V T - 1, V Tsx ■ axx x1^ bxy y^ cxx x dxy y
-J =1, V p. + 1 7(1+1, V T + 1  V Tsy byx x ayy y^ dyx x cyy y
Equation (2-49) can be written in the more general 
using the general coefficients ^. Thus,
-Jx - L11 V  + L12 V  + L13 V  + L14 V
"Jy " L21 V  + L22 V  + L23 V  + L24 V
-J = L„. V (J. + L0o V (J. + V T + V T sx 31 x^ 32 y^ 33 x 34 y
■Je„ = L/.i V„M- + L/,o V u + L. „ V T + L., V T sy 41 x^ 42 y^ 43 x 44 ; y
When i 4 j
L. . = L., when (i + j) is even
ij J1
L,. = -L.. when (i + j) is odd
ij Ji
(2-51)
For an isotropic material, the following relations hold for the 
coefficients in equation (2-49)
L = L 1 = 1axx ayy axx ayy
L = L 1 = 1cxx cyy cxx cyy
(2-52)
H»xy " ^byx ^bxy ~ H>yx
^dxy - ^dyx ^dxy ” ^dyx
Using equations (2-51) and (2-52) equation (2-50) becomes
-J = L,, 7 IJ. + L.„ V [A + L.„ 7 T + L -  V Tx 11 x1^ 12 y^ 13 x 14 y
-Jy ' -L12 V  + L11 V  ' L14 V  + L13 V
"J8x * L13 V  + L14 V *  +  L33 V  + L34 V
-J = -L, , 7 |A + L. , 7 ^ - Lq, 7 T + V T sy 14 x  13 y^ 34 x 33 y
The original sixteen coefficients have been reduced to six which
can be determined from the known physical boundary conditions. 
Before this can be done, equation (2-53) must be rewritten to re­
sult in a matrix where the electrochemical potential energy, p., 
and the entropy current density, "3 , are expressed in terms of the
electric current density, 3, and the temperature gradient, VT, in
(2-53)
the two coordinate directions. This is accomplished by solving 
the system of relationships in equation (2-53) simultaneously. 
The resulting equations are
-V p. = L' J + L' J +L' V T  + L' 7 1  x1^ 11 x 12 y 13 x 14 y
(2-54)
-7(1= *L' J + L' J - Ll, V T + L' V Ty 12 x 11 y 14 x 13 y
-J = -L' J - L', J + L* V T + L', V Tsx 13 x 14 y 33 x 34 y
-J = L' J - L' J - L' V T + L L  7 T sy 14 x 13 y 34 x 33 y
The new primed coefficients are complicated functions of the un­
primed coefficients of equation (2-53).
Eliminating the entropy current densities by substituting
from equation (2-38) results in
*7 (l = L11 J + Ln „ J + L.„ V T + L .  7 Tx^ 11 x 12 y 13 x 14 y
■7|l = -L. . J + Ln n J -L-, V T  + L - o V Ty^ 12 x 11 y 14 x 13 y
(2-55)
-J. = T(s - L.,) J - TL-> J + TLoo V T + TLQ/ V TQ v 13' x 14 y 33 x 34 y
X
-Jn = TLiy J + T(s - L.„) J - TLo/ V T + TL„„ V T14 x 13' y 34 x 33 y
where the new unprimed coefficients are the same as the primed ones 
of equation (2-54). The coefficients can now be evaluated by in- 
troducing six macroscopic effects involving transport properties 
for the solid.
From Callen [7]
Absolute Thermoelectric Power, ot
a - -
Vx
V T x
J <= J o V T ° 0 
X y y
(2-56)
Electrical Conductivity, g
Adiabatic
x
V p. x
V T = V T = J. = 0 
x y Qy
Isothermal
(2-57)
Hall Coefficient, R
Righi-Leduc Coefficients
V T = V T = J = 0 
x y y
(2-58)
Heat Conductivity, k
Adiabatic
k = - V T x (2-59)
Isothermal
j = j  = 7 1 = 0
x y y
(2-60)
7
R = y
BJx
Adiabatic
V T = J = J 
x Q y
y 3
= o (2-61)
Isothermal
V T = V T = J
x y y
(2-62)
V T
X - - *B7 T x
J «= J = J-. «= 0
x y Qy
(2-63)
Nemst Coefficient, Tt
Adiaba_ti_c
v u
•n « - J = J = Jn = 0  (2-64)
* BvxT x y
Isotherma.l_
j = j = 7 1 = 0  (2-65)
x y y
Operating on equation (2-55) with these six coefficients results 
in the relations in Table 1 for the coefficients of equation (2-55) 
the adiabatic coefficients were reported by Craig [2] and the iso­
thermal coefficients by Arnas [1].
Table 1 Phenomenological Coefficients
Coefficient_______________ Adiabatic Isothermal
T 1 , (OT - ti)2b2t(i + A 2) 1
H .1 a k a
12 k
L13 a a
L14 B(ar\ - I]) -TIB
L k k
33 T(1 + X2B2) T
t kXB XkB
34 T(1 +
Substitution of these evaluated coefficients into equation 
(2-55) gives the final set of dynamical equations for adiabatic
22
effects and isothermal effects respectively as
-V * - [A + T(°* - TOVa + xV)-, j + o(7 x
yc ct k J x x
+ [RB - + X B )] J + (ox - T])BV T
k y y
-7y|i - - [RB - .Tfex ~ A W l-* V.g. )] - (ox - H>BvxT
+ [A + *<«* - j + « i
a k y y
-J0 “  S i  V  ' T(aX ' D " ,  + ••* XB2.2 Vx 1 + X B y 1 + X ^  y
-J_ = T (ax - T1)BJ kXB9--0 V T  +  V T
y
and
Q” ' x 1 + x2b2 x 1 + x^ 2 7
-V p. = - J + RBJ + ttV T - T1BV T st a x y x r y
-VyM- = -RBJx + £ Jy + T|BVxT + aVyT
- T(s - oi)J + T]BTJ + kV T + XkBV T 
'y y x y
-J » -T1BTJ + T(s - Qf)J - XkBV T + kV T
x y x y
(2-66)
(2-67)
2.3 Generalized Forms of the Ohm and Fourier Laws
The general vectorial form of the Ohm1s electrical and 
Fourier's heat conduction laws for the adiabatic case are, re­
spectively:
- - J - [R - ' ^ -](b x J) + aVT - (aX - 11) (B x VT)
cr K.
- £<aX - H)2[B x (B x J)] - B x[B x(B x J)]
(2- 68)
+ (oX ~ Tj) B x B x[B x(B x J) ]
[-1Q + X2B x (B x Jq )] = kVT - Xk(B x VT) + (aX - TpT(B x J)
(2-69)
- (arX - T])X2T B x[B x (B x J)]
The corresponding equations for the isothermal case are, 
respectively:
-V$ = ^  - R(B x J) + aVT + T|(B x VT) (2-70)
-JQ = kVT - Xk(B x VT) - TjT(B x J) (2-71)
In equations (2-68) and (2-70) the electrostatic potential 
energy, §, is substituted in place of the electrochemical poten­
tial energy, p,.
Examination of equations (2-68) and (2-70) shows the first 
term on the right to be the term that appears in Ohn^s law under 
isothermal conditions and in the absence of any externally applied
magnetic fields. The second term is due to the interaction of the
magnetic field with the electric current flow; the coefficient in 
the adiabatic case differs from the coefficient for the isothermal 
case. The third term in the two equations is due to the thermo­
electric phenomena. The fourth term is due to the interaction of 
the magnetic field with an applied or induced temperature gradient. 
The remaining terms in equation (2-68) represent second, third, 
and fourth order interactions between the magnetic field and the 
electric current flow. These higher order interactions do not 
appear in equation (2-70).
Comparison of equations (2-69) and (2-71), the Fourier's heat 
conduction law, again shows both similarities and differences in 
the two equations. The first term on the right is the usual term 
appearing in cases where there are no mass and electric currents 
and also no externally applied magnetic fields. The third and 
fourth terms relate the interaction of the magnetic field with a 
temperature gradient and electric current, respectively. Differ­
ences again exist in the coefficients of the two cases. Higher 
order interactions between the magnetic field and electric current 
flow appear in the adiabatic case but are absent in the isothermal 
case. Examining the left hand side of the two equations shows 
the heat current to be coupled with the magnetic field when adia­
batic effects are assumed.
2.4 Governing Equations
The interaction of the applied and induced electrical and 
thermal currents eventually results in a system with steady state 
conditions. At steady state, Maxwell's electromagnetic field 
equations are
Faraday's Law:
7 x f = 0  (2-72)
Ampere's Law:
7 x B = (2-73)
along with the conservation equations
7 • S = 0 (2-74)
7 - 3 = 0  (2-75)
Problems of Interest in this work involve systems in steady 
state conditions; therefore, the governing equations for the analy­
sis are equations (2-72) through (2-75) and equations (2-68) 
through (2-71).
3. GENERAL ONE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Consider a rectangular block of unit thickness having a tem­
perature gradient in the x direction and an electric current flowing 
in the z direction. External to the block is an applied magnetic 
field of constant strength Bq in the y.direction, The block has 
an infinitely segmented electrode configuration, Figure (3.1).
The generalized forms of the Ohm and Fourier1s laws are 
applied to the system to obtain the variation of temperature, elec­
tric field and magnetic field within the block. A one dimensional 
analysis is performed under steady state conditions. All thermo­
physical properties, with the exception of the electrical conduc­
tivity, are assumed constant. The electrical conductivity is a 
function of temperature as described in Appendix B. The variation 
of all parameters in the y and z directions is zero. The Righi- 
Leduc coefficient, k, is zero as the temperature cannot vary in 
the y and z directions.
The analysis is shown in detail' for the case of adiabatic 
galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects. For the case of iso­
thermal effects a summary of the pertinent results is presented. 
Graphical comparisons of the two systems are presented for a series 
of operating conditions.
Figure (3.1) Physical System
3.1 Adiabatic Effects
Under the assumption of steady state conditions and constant 
thermophysical properties, a one dimensional analysis is performed 
Variation of all parameters is allowed only in the x direction.
l- = ! ~ = 0 c3-1)9y 3z
with the boundary condition
J = 0 (3-2)x
The electric field is applied in the z direction. In addition, 
the induced electric current due to the interaction of the magneti 
field with the temperature gradient will be in the z direction.
It is therefore seen that
J = 0 (3-3)
y
The magnetic field, B^, may be resolved into two components: the
constant applied field, Bo, and the induced field, b^, as
- B = B + b (3-4)y o y
From equations (2-73) and (2-74)
c)B SB x _  z
dz 3x (3-5)
Therefore, B and B are constants. Since these induced com- x z
ponents are much smaller than the applied field, B and B canX z
be taken as zero
From equation (2-73)
SB
— = p, j (3-7)
Sx ^o z
Equation (2-72) shows that
SE ■ SE
= 1 — = 0 (3-8)
Sx Sx
Therefore, the y and z components of the electric field are both 
constants.
The inability of temperature to vary in the y and z direc­
tion means that the Righi-Leduc coefficient, X, is zero. Using 
the preceeding assumptions and conditions, the matrix of equa­
tions (2-68) and (2-69) reduces to
E = (-R - ~^)B J + ay T x ' k y z x
E = 0
y
2 2 
. TTJ B
e = (- + — - Tib y t 
z 'a k z 1 y x
(3-9)
-J = “ V T - TIB J sx T x 1 y z
-J = 0
sy
-J = -aJ sz z
By may be approximately be replaced by Bq, since is much larger 
than b , Thus,
y
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E = (-R - ^r^)B J + aV T (3-10)x v k o z x
2 2 
TH B
E _ (1 + - ■■■— ) J - TIB V T (3-11)
z ^  k z ' o x
-J = -TIB J + | v T  (3-12)sx ’ o z T x
-J = -aJ (3-13)sz z
The magnetic field in the y and the electric current density 
in the z directions are both functions of x, equation (3-7), or
By - y * >
(3-14)
J = J (x) z z
From equation (3-8)
E = constant x
E = constant z
(3-15)
From equation (3-9) it is seen that the y component, E^, is zero.
Let
E^ = constant = -A (3-16)
since is fixed by the voltage difference across the electrodes 
of the block. Upon substituting equation (3-16), equation (3-11) 
becomes
2 2
1 ^  B am
-A = [- + — - i  r  (3-17)Lo k J z 1 o dx \
Integration of (3-17) over the length of the block gives
(3-18)
where J is the average current density over the length, L, in
£1.
the z direction. In equation (3-18), the variable temperature T 
in equation (3-17) is replaced by the average temperature, T .a
This approximation makes the factor containing T a constant prop-a
erty of the material and simplifies the analysis considerably*
From equation (3-7)
which makes equation (3-17)
where C' is a constant of integration. Evaluation of C' would 
require the selection of a particular material; to keep the analy-
To obtain the energy equation for this problem the divergence 
is taken of the expansion of equation (2-41), Applying equation 
(2-75) and using the conservation of total energy, given by
(3-21)
(3-20)
sis general, no particular material will be considered.
(3-22)u
results In the general equation as
V • (TJ ) + (V$ * J) = 0 (3 -23)
6
where $ is the electrostatic potential energy. Expanding and 
applying the assumptions and boundary conditions gives
a(TJsx) a* ' ■ „
— r-55- + J » = 0 (3-24)dx z dz v
The value of J , from equations (3 -1 2 )  and ( 3 - 1 9 ) ,  isSX
. dB
J = - ^ V T + TjB (—  )T -2 (3 -2 5 )sx T x o |i dx 'o
Differentiating equation (3 -25)  and substituting with equation 
(3 -19)  and (3 -20 )  into equation (3 -24)  gives the governing energy 
equation. In this substitution
E = -  | i  = -A (3 -26)z oz
The governing energy equation, therefore, becomes
2
[TlVokT - k(k + T)2B2T + (Tl2B2cJk):( ^  )2 - A2CTk • 0 (3-27)
O O fl i « O uXdx
In addition to equation ( 3 - 2 7 ) ,  the other governing equations of 
this problem are equations (3 -20)  and ( 3 - 2 1 ) .  Having the temper­
ature distribution, the electric current density can be found from
equation (3 -20 )  and the magnetic field may be obtained from equa­
tion ( 3 - 2 1 ) .
The electrical conductivity is a function of the temperature 
of the material. In Appendix B it was found to vary as
33
a - (3-28)
To facilitate the analysis, the governing equations are non- 
dimensionalized. Letting
x
X “ L
(3-29)
e(x) = ~
a
where L is the length of the block and T is the average tempera-
e l
ture given by
Ta ’ X  + V  (3-30)
and using equations (3-29) and (3-30) and with equation (3-28), 
the governing equations, equations (3-27), (3-20) and (3-21), 
become respectively
2
[0(e - y) - (e + 1)] | + e( )2 - eK2( ~  )2« 0 (3-31)
dx a
[1 + ( v V e g l  ] <3-32)
• c,;l * ti + «3- Ve] Ce®  • *  (3'33)EL
where 9 9
Tl B a T
e - --------------------------------(3-34)
AT = (Tl - Tq) (3-35)
- tPTt V  j z <3-36>1 o a o
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[By(x) - C1]
(3-37)
o o  o a
and the load factor, K, Is given by
In equation (3-34) the factor e is the magnetic figure of 
merit obtained by El-Saden [8] and Arnas [1],
The form of the solution to equations (3-31) through (3-33) 
is dependent on the value of the parameter y. If y = 0, i.e. con­
stant electrical conductivity, a closed form solution exists for 
these equations and was found by Craig [2] to be, respectively
a
- Y2)2] ^  " 1) 
a
(3-39)
e + 1
e
[C2-*-1 - t2)2- c-s-r1
T 2 . AT. 2 . _— .in „ AT- — ) - (K — ) (23c - 1) J - K —Ta
.
T '
a a
(3-40)
(3-41)
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If y ^ 0, i.e. variable electrical conductivity, a closed form 
solution to equations (3-31) through (3-33) does not exist. For 
these cases a numerical technique described in Appendix A.2.2 is 
used to obtain the solution to equation (3-31). The numerical 
method provides the non-dimensional temperature and gradient of 
temperature at positions along the block. Using this information 
equations (3-32) and (3-33) may then be solved.
For the particular case of e = 0, i.e. no externally applied 
magnetic field, the resulting temperature and electric field dis­
tributions are respectively
T
0 ( x ) = y U ^ x  (3-42)
a a.
(1 - K) ]
Jz(x) =------      (3-43)
1 . r O . AT — -i
1 + 'YLTjr" + ^ - x]
cl 0
From equations (2-38), (3-2), and (3-3), the x component of 
the heat current density becomes
= TJ (3-44)Q sx ' 'x
Substituting for the entropy current density, equation (3-12), gives
JQ = T1BoTJ2 - k g  (3-45)
X
Non-dimensionalizing
\  - OTTT) - g  (3-46)
where
V
JQ (5) - a = -  (3-«)
x a
The solution of equation (3-46) is obtained from results 
obtained previously.
For the particular case of e = 0, the heat current density is 
constant. The resulting expression becomes
J0 - - £■ (3-48)
yx a
The limitations on the values of K, e, and the temperature 
ratios must be known in order to present the solutions in a graph­
ical form. From equation (3-31) it is seen that
Tt t
— * = 7^— = 2
T Ta a
Amas showed that the maximum value of K is unity when is zero,
and the minimum value is zero when E =0. To determine the max-z
imum value for e an argument by El-Saden [8] based on considerations 
of the second law of thermodynamics is used. In order to satisfy 
the Second Law of thermodynamics, the principle of increase of 
• entropy, El-Saden showed the parameter e must be bound by zero and 
unity.
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3.2 Isothermal Effects
For the case of isothermal effects the method of analysis is 
identical to that presented in the previous section under adia­
batic effects. The resulting governing equations are also of similar 
form. For this reason only the end results will be summarized.
The governing equations for temperature, electric field, and 
magnetic field, and heat current distributions are respectively
For the case of y = 0, Amas [1] found the exact solution of 
equations (3^49), (3-50) and (3-51) to be respectively
(3-49)
= ___1____r _ K — 1
z (1 + y0)L dx T
a
(3-50)
(3-51)
(3-52)
a a a
£T
Ta
(3-54)
For the case of y ^ 0» a numerical analysis as described under
isothermal effects was again needed.
For the particular case of e = 0 the solution of equations
(3-49) through (3-52) gives respectively
T
0(5) - 5s + £2 * (3-56)
a a
(1 - K)[fi]
J (x)-------   2---  (3-57)
r O x M - l  1 + YL“  + x]
a a
J0 = - (3-58)
a
which are identical with equations (3-42), (3-43) and (3-48).
The solutions of equations (3-49) through (3-52) are presented
in Figures (3.2) through (3.11) being superimposed for comparative
purposes with the corresponding results of the previous sections.
3.3 Comparison of Results
The temperature distribution, linear in the absence of a mag­
netic field, Figure (3.2), is shown in Figures (3.3) and (3.4) to 
be non-linear in £he presence of a magnetic field. Assuming adia­
batic effects produces a larger temperature at the same location 
along the block than is predicted using isothermal effects. 
Increasing the strength of the field results in a temperature 
reduction at all points within the block. In addition it is seen 
that the larger the dependence of electrical conductivity on tem­
perature the greater is the systems tendency to approach a linear 
temperature distribution.
Figures (3.5) through (3.7) show the electric current density 
as a function of magnetic figure of merit and indicate the depend­
ence of conductivity. In the absence of a magnetic field the cur­
rent density is constant for uniform conductivity systems and 
decreases along the block as temperature increases for the non- 
uniform cases. The larger the dependence of conductivity on tem­
perature the smaller the electric current density. Applying the 
magnetic field greatly affects the current density, however not in 
a uniform manner. For the case of uniform conductivity an increase 
in magnetic field strength reduces the current density at the left 
end of the block and has a variable effect on the right end. When 
conductivity is permitted to vary, the current density is again 
decreased with increasing field strength, but the reduction is 
greatly minimized in comparison to the uniform conductivity case.
The larger the variation of conductivity with temperature the 
greater the current density reduction. For the variable conduct­
ivity cases assuming isothermal effects predicts a larger electric
current density distribution at all points along the block.
*
The assumption of isothermal effects predicts the largest 
magnetic field distribution for all cases shown in Figures (3.8) 
and (3.9). Increasing the applied magnetic field is not found to 
significantly vary the field distribution. In particular, for the 
cases of variable conductivity the magnetic field distribution 
remains essentially uniform. The larger the variation of con­
ductivity with temperature the smaller the magnetic field distri­
bution along the block.
The heat current density is a constant in the absence of a 
magnetic field. Increasing the magnetic field causes a reduction 
in the current density at the same location along the block, as 
seen in Figures (3.10) and (3.11). The larger the electrical 
conductivity dependence, the larger the heat current density. 
Assuming isothermal effects predicts a smaller heat current density 
in all cases.
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Figure (3.7) Electric current density distribution
versus distance
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Figure (3.8) Magnetic field distribution versus distance
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Figure (3.9) Magnetic field distribution versus distance
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Figure (3.10) Heat current density distribution versus distance
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4. MAGNETOTHERMOELECTRIC DEVICES
The characteristics of the therraomagnetic and galvanomagnetic 
effects have suggested the possible application of the induced cur­
rents to energy conversion devices. The Hall effect and Nemst 
effect represent respectively the induction of electric and thermal 
currents due to the interaction of an applied electrical field 
with an external magnetic field. The interaction of thermal cur­
rents with an external magnetic field induce an electric current 
and a thermal current by the Ettingshausen effect and the Righi- 
Leduc effect, respectively. All devices whose principle of opera­
tion is based on these effects are designated as magnetothermo­
electric devices.
Two such magnetothermoelectric devices are considered in this 
section; the thermomagnetic generator and the thermomagnetic cooler. 
The operating characteristics of the devices are considered using 
both isothermal and adiabatic effects and with constant and variable 
electrical conductivity.
For the thermomagnetic generator, the desired information 
include the power output and the generator operating efficiency.
The load factor parameter is optimized so as to obtain a system 
operating with either maximum power output, or with maximum effi­
ciency.
The operating characteristic of interest for the thermomag­
netic cooler is the system coefficient of performance. Comparison 
of the cooler coefficient of performance as a function of load
factor is made with the maximum attainable Carnot coefficient of 
performance.
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4.1 Thermomagnetic Generator
A magnetothermoelectric device which converts thermal energy 
directly into electrical energy is the thermomagnetic generator, 
Figure (4.1). The interaction of the external magnetic field with 
the heat current resulting from the applied temperature gradient, 
produces an electromotive force through the Nernst effect. The 
electromotive force causes current to flow through an external load, 
resulting in a system providing a power output.
The induced electrical current, J , interacts with the magneticz
field and through the Ettingshausen effect produces an induced 
temperature gradient in the x direction. The induced temperature 
gradient opposes the applied gradient and this provides the mech­
anism for energy to be transferred from the thermal circuit in the 
x direction to the electrical circuit in the z direction.
The operating characteristics of interest for the generator 
are the power output and the system efficiency.
The power output, P, of a generator may be obtained from 
Ampere’s circuital law and Faraday's law. Assuming steady state 
operation the power output is in general given by:
where V is the volume over which the integrals are taken.
For the infinitely segmented configuration shown in Figure
(4 -1 )
(4-1)
(4-2)
Figure (4.1) Schematic of a thermomagnetic generator
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which gives
(E • J) = E J (4-3)z z
In addition
I? = E = - A = constant (4-4)z
Equation (4-1) becomes
P = A ]" J . dV (4-5)
V 2
Defining the power density, p, as the power per unit area, 
we obtain
rLp = A J J dx (4-6)o z
Non-dimensionalizing equation (4-6) gives
P = Ke ^  JQ Jz dx (4-7)
a
where
P =
kTa
Equation (4-7) is to be evaluated under conditions utilizing 
either isothermal or adiabatic effects.
4.1.1 Isothermal effects-Power output
From equation (3-50) the expression for was found to be
- TTTWC i •K ^  3 (4'8)3
Introducing equation (4-8) into (4-7) gives
(4-9)
The manner of solution of equation (4-9) is dependent on whether 
constant or variable electrical conductivity is assumed.
4.1.1.1 Constant electrical conductivity, y  -  0
For the case of constant electrical conductivity, equation 
(4-9) can be integrated directly, as shown in Appendix B.1.1, 
yielding
To maximize the power output, equation (4-10) is differentiated 
with respect to K, resulting in K = 0.5, The maximum power there-
4.1.1.2 Variable electrical conductivity, y £ 0
When the electrical conductivity is not constant an exact 
solution of equation (4-9) can not be obtained. In this case the
P = e( ^  )2K(1 - K) (4-10)
fore becomes
Pmax (4-11)a
approximate numerical technique discussed in Appendix B.1.2 is used.
The location of the value of K for maximum power is obtained graph­
ically.
4.1.2 Adiabatic effects-Power output
From equation (3-33) the expression for J was found to bez
J = [ ^  - K 4F ] (4-12)z [1 + (y + e)0] dx Ta
Introducing equation (4-12) into (4-7) gives
?-K=f CTTWTl)6][i - Kf ]s <4-13)S i S i
Again the solution of equation (4-13) is dependent on whether 
constant or variable electrical conductivity is assumed.
4.1.2.1 Constant electrical conductivity, y = 0
Direct integration of equation (4-13) is again possible. As 
shown in Appendix B.2.1 the power output becomes upon integration
p = '(r + ~ e) K ( 1 " K)C t2 ]2 (4‘14)
To maximize the power output, equation (4-14) is differentiated 
with respect to K, resulting In K = 0.5, The maximum power there­
fore becomes
p _ 1 ---$— - r AH i2 (4-15)
max 4 (1 + e) L T J ^N a
4.1.2.2 Variable electrical conductivity, y  =£ 0
The approximate numerical technique of Appendix B.1.2 is used 
to obtain the power output for the case of variable electrical
conductivity. The location of the value of K for maximum power is 
obtained graphically.
The power output is plotted in Figures (4.2) and (4.3) for 
thermomagnetic figures of merit of 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. In 
all cases it is seen that the power is maximized at a load factor 
value of one-half. The assumption of adiabatic effects results in 
a significant reduction in power output when compared with the 
corresponding case under isothermal effects. Comparison of Figures 
(4.2) and (4.3) shows that an increase in figure of merit produces 
an increase in power output. This fact is indicating that for a 
fixed system the larger the applied magnetic field the larger the 
induced current flow.
The second operating characteristic of interest in a thermo­
magnetic generator is the device efficiency. The efficiency, EFF, 
is defined as the net power output divided by the total rate of 
heat input. In this case
EFF = >=P ■ (4-16)
Q
X1
where J is the heat current density evaluated at x = 1. As with 
X1the power output, the efficiency will be considered for both the 
isothermal and adiabatic cases.
4.1.3 Isothermal effects-Efficiency
The method of evaluation of the efficiency depends upon whether 
the electrical conductivity is variable or constant. For the general
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Figure (4.2) Generator power density
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Figure (4.3) Generator power density
case of variable conductivity the power is obtained numerically 
from equation (4-9) and used in conjunction with the heat current 
density obtained from equation (3-52). For the special case of 
constant electrical conductivity the efficiency is given by
In order to maximize the efficiency, equation (4-17) is 
differentiated with respect to K and the result equated to zero. 
Thus the K. for maximum efficiency is
From equation (4-18) it is seen that the K to maximize the 
efficiency is a function of the thermomagnetic figure of merit 
whereas previously it was shown that the K to maximize the power 
output was a constant.
4.1.4 Adiabatic effects-Efficiency
For the general case of variable conductivity the efficiency 
is obtained from the numerical solution of equation (4-13) used 
along with the heat current density of equation (3-46). For the 
special case of constant conductivity the efficiency is given by
e[ f- ]2K(1 - K>
EFF =
a (4-17)
(K + eK
TtAT
Li
max
(4-18)
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EFF
-ifr< t  ^  ~ K>a
1 e r,e+l To, 2 ,e+l TL,2 AX ,2, sK TL&T
2T£r>u~  ' r >  " (" T  ‘ r >  - (K T  ) ] + (6+1) _2
& a a Xa
(4-19)
The K to maximize the efficiency is found as in the previous 
section. For this case
' 1/2
K>EFF T at +
fflaX X ± ( 2  - f ) h ± e \ 2 n  ^ L \ 2 ^Cj-0 <2 - x ) V (2 Tt}
a L a L a L
(4-20)
Figures (4.4) and (4.5) compare the efficiency of the generator 
evaluated under isothermal and adiabatic effects for two thermo- 
magnetie figures of merit. It is seen that the assumption of adia­
batic effects results in a system less efficient than its isothermal 
counterpart. Also evident from the figures is that increasing the 
figure of merit increases the maximum obtainable efficiency. How­
ever, for the case of constant electrical conductivity, along with 
the increase in maximum efficiency is a shifting of the correspond­
ing load factor. This signifies that a system being run at maximum 
efficiency is not being run at maximum power output. Therefore, 
for actual system operation a compromise between the two criteria 
is required. For the variable conductivity cases it is seen that 
a reduction in maximum efficiency is obtained for a fixed thermo­
magnetic figure of merit when compared with the constant conduct 
tivity case. However, the load factor corresponding to maximum 
efficiency is not dependent on the applied magnetic field and the
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maximum position occurs at approximately the K corresponding to 
maximum power output, or K = 0.5.
4.2 Thermomagnetic Cooler
The movement of heat in opposition to the normal direction of 
heat flow which results from a temperature differential constitutes 
the basic mode of operation of a thermomagnetic cooler. The phys­
ical set-up of a cooler, Figure (4.6), is similar to the thermo­
magnetic generator except that the load resistors are replaced by 
a source of electromotive force, such as a battery.
The interaction of the external magnetic field with the applied
current J produces, due to the Ettingshausen effect, a temperature 
2
gradient in the x direction. This results in heat being pumped 
from the cooler to the hotter end of the system. The flow of heat 
then interacts with the magnetic field and produces, through the 
Nemst effect, an electric potential gradient in the z direction. 
This induced voltage aids the external power supply.
The presence of a magnetic field and applied electric current 
is not sufficient to insure that the system of Figure (4.6) will 
function as a cooler. For each particular system there will be a 
region wherein the induced effects resulting from the magnetic field 
and electric field are not of sufficient strength to overcome the 
naturally existing heat flow and the system will not function as a 
cooler.
The operating parameters of interest for the cooler are its 
coefficient of performance and the requirements on magnetic field 
and electric field to insure system operation.
The coefficient of performance, COP, of a cooler is the ratio 
of the total cooling load to the total electrical power input.
dT
dx
Figure (4,6) Schematic of a thermomagnetic cooler
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Therefore
X
COP = — 2 (4-21)
P
where P is the total power input defined by
P = E I (4-22)z
where I is the total current given by
I = J L (4-23)a
J being the average electric current density.
4.2.1 Isothermal effects
From equations (3-50) and (3-52) the cooling load is given in 
general as
j _ _ —  r AI -j + r 1 (4-24)
Qx (1 + Y0)L Ta J + L(1 + Y0) J ^  ^
or evaluated at x = 0
eK0 _ e0 .
JQX = “ (1 + Y0O)[ ] + [(1 + Y0o) “ 1]( dx K  <4"25)
o
The electric field J i s  given by
, V o  . " V o  dT
* * 771 *7 77 *7 ^  ( y(1 + Y p )  (1- + V P  
a a
Integrating over the element and using equation (4-23) gives
V „ L  HBo % AT
1 <1 +  y )  (1  +  y )  ( n
Multiplying equation (4-27) by Ez
E2a L TIB a AT E
E I - + /?-!— S~ Z <4"28)z (1 + y) (1 + y)
Introducing equations (3-16) and (3-38) into equation (4-28) gives
p—j _ E. e r- AT -,2 _Ke r AT -> (4-29)
z - (1 + y) T J (1 + Y)L T JcL 9
where
E IL
v - - £ ra
The coefficient of performance is then obtained from the ratio 
of equation (4-25) and equation (4-29)
_ f AT ] + r. e9o .... . I K  ifi )
(1 + y 0 ) T (1 + Y9 ) °
COP = ------- j------------------ 5------:------- (4-30)
K e r AT ,2 Ke r AT -
(1 + Y) Ta J ' (1 + y)L Ta J
4.2.2 Adiabatic effects
The cooling load evaluated at x = 0 is
3 ________ !?<£_____ rAT] /_____!9o _______ j ) (_hiB )
Qx “ [1 + (e + Y)90] L Ta ( Cl + (e + Y>0O3 j dx }o
o ^
(4-31)
The non-dimensional electric field J given in equation (3-33) as
z
which results in a non-dimensional power input of
  K2-s[ ^ ] 2 Ke[ ^ ] 2
E I  = ----------      (4-33)
C  + v)[l + (1 I y )3 a  +  Y>[1 + (1 + y ) 3
The coefficient of performance is then by definition the ratio of 
equation (4-31) to equation (4-33).
Figures (4.7) and (4.8) present the COP of systems with thermo- 
magnetic figure of merits of 0.5 and 0.8 respectively over a range 
of operating load factors. From the results shown the following 
conclusions can be drawn: The point at which a system will begin
to function as a cooler is dependent upon the figure of merit and 
whether constant or variable electrical conductivity is assumed.
For the case of constant conductivity it is seen that assuming 
isothermal effects results in a. system with a larger obtainable 
COP and also one which will begin to function as a cooler with less 
power input. The larger the thermomagnetic figure of merit the 
greater the attainable COP and the smaller the required' energy input.
For the cases of variable electrical conductivity the figures 
show that in comparison with the constant conductivity cases a 
larger energy input is required to initiate the system operation 
and the smaller the system COP. The larger the coefficient y» 
indicating greater reduction in conductivity with temperature, the 
smaller the attainable COP; in addition, for the range of load 
factors presented, in some cases the system would not function as a 
cooler.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Applying an external magnetic field to a system containing a 
temperature gradient and/or an applied electrical field signifi­
cantly alters the naturally occurring distributions. The magnitude 
of the influence is a function of the strength of the applied fields, 
properties of the material and assumptions as to type of galvano- 
magnetic and thermomagnetic conditions existing.
Assuming constant electrical conductivity for a material when 
this is not the case greatly simplifies and misrepresents the actual 
system conditions. In some cases devices will not function under 
variable properties whereas they do operate when constant properties 
are assumed. Great care must be exercised in the area of which 
assumptions are proper to the problem in question.
The performance figures presented for the devices considered 
pose the question from a practical standpoint as to the value of 
these types of energy conversion devices. It is quite obvious that 
thermomagnetic devices can not compete against conventional devices 
for normal applications. There may develop, however, times when 
low power output and/or low efficiency will be acceptable and the 
simple systems of the thermomagnetic devices will be the most prac­
tical. Space application presents, one such possibility.
The question of the value of a multi-dimensional analysis .has 
not yet been answered. This area should be further investigated to 
remove, if possible, more of the simplifying assumptions present in 
this work.
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7, LIST OF SYMBOLS
a local property
A constant given in equation (3-16)
t> induced magnetic field
B magnetic field
c concentration
c velocity of light
C constant of integration
D Runge-Kutta parameter
e energy per unit mass
total energy 
2 electric field
F affinity, also intensive parameter
i conduction current, also unit vector in x direction
1 total current
J flux
J current density, also electric current density, also total 
energy current
energy flux . _
J total electric currentec
heat current density
2 entropy current density s
total energy current density 
j unit vector in y direction
k heat conductivity
K load factor as given in equation (3-38)
1 kinetic coefficient
L length, also kinetic coefficient
n component summation index
P pressure, also power
P pressure tensor
p power per unit area
Q heat
r component summation index
R Hall coefficient
S . entropy
s entropy per unit mass
t time
T temperature
u internal energy .
v velocity
V volume
V specific volume
x direction
x non-dimensional distance
X force, also extensive parameter
z electrical charge per unit mass
a absolute thermoelectric power
y coefficient in electrical conductivity relationship
T entropy production per unit volume per unit time
e magnetic figure of merit as given in equation (3-34)
§ coefficient in electrical resistivity relationship
■n Nemst coefficient
0 non-dimensional temperature
X Righi-Leduc coefficient
P> electrochemical potential energy per mole
magnetic permeability
T? viscous pressure tensor
P density, also resistivity
Po
baseline resistivity
CT electrical conductivity
V stoichiometric coefficient
$ electrostatic potential energy per mole
n surface area
Subscripts
a average
c chemical
i summation index
j component number
k component number
X coordinate direction
y coordinate direction
z coordinate direction
L length of block
a summation index
& summation index
A. APPENDIX OF NUMERICAL METHODS
The numerical techniques used in the body of this work are 
described in the following sections.
A. 1 Solution of Non-Linear Differential Equations-Isothermal Effects
The relationship describing the temperature distribution in 
the one dimensional model assuming isothermal effects was found to be
[0(e - y) - 1] + e( )2 - eK2( ”  )2 = 0 (A-l)
dx - a
A.1.1 Coefficient y = 0
Under the assumption of constant electrical conductivity, i.e. 
y *= 0, equation (A-l) becomes
(ee - D ^ f  + e( -jl )2 - eK2( )2 = 0 (A-2)
dx a
which has a solution in the form
[e0(x) - l]2 = [Ke ;=r]2 x2 + C^x + C2 (A-3)
a
where C^ and C^ are the constants of integration. Knowing that the 
temperature at the left end of the block is Tq and at the right end 
is T^, gives from equation (3-30)
Applying equation (A-4) to equation (A-3) gives for the constants 
of integration
„ r L  . -i2 r „  A T -12  r- Q  1 -|2
C1 “ L® f  " LK® ^”] “ [e  j --- 1J
a a a
(A-5)
c 2 -  [ e  f  - I ] 2
a.
. Equation (A-3) then reduces to
1 f r / v  A T *  2 _  A T O v 2 - , _ _  i n  . A  T L v  2 _  1  1 / 2  0(£) = “ - j L(K ^ -) x - ) ](x - 1) + (- - — ) x >
l a  a a J
(A-6)
For the particular case of e = 0, i.e. no externally applied
magnetic field, equation (A-6) reduces to the general one dimen­
sional heat conduction equation. This solution can be obtained 
from equation (A-6) by squaring both sides, dividing by e, and then 
setting s equal to zero. The resulting temperature distribution is
T
0 (x )  -  y -  +  ^  X (A-7)
a a
A.1.2 Coefficient y  4 0
When the electrical conductivity is not assumed constant a 
closed form solution in the form of equation (A-6) cannot be 
obtained for equation (A-l). In this case the standard fourth 
order Runge-Kutta analysis for a second order, non-linear differ­
ential equation was used. The solution involves an iterative tech­
nique for a two-point boundary value problem using the following
expressions [9}:
W  ■ en + 6(D1 + “ 2 + “ 3 + V
■ eA + i<Di + ® 2  + “ 3 + D4>
where
and
Di - h(6i)
d2 . hce; + Adp
»3 -  h« ;  + 2DP
D4 “ h(eA + D3)
(A-8)
(A-9)
(A-10)
D1 = h f(0n,0nV  
D' = h f(0n + \ h , 0; + iDp
' r h f l'»+ 2D2’ en + h>
Di  ■ h f « „ + i D3- eA + i DP
where h is the interval size and the D and the D1 are the Runge- 
Kutta parameters.
The closed form solution of equation (A-6) was used to check 
the validity of the numerical technique. The importance of inter­
val size was investigated and found not to be a critical parameter.
A. 2 Solution of Non-Linear Differential Equations-Adiabatic Effects
The relation describing the temperature distribution in the 
one dimensional model assuming adiabatic effects was found to be
2
[0(e - y) " C® + “ 2 + ^  )2 ** 0 (A-ll)
dx a
A.2.1 Coefficient y = 0
Under the assumption of constant electrical conductivity equa­
tion (A-ll) becomes
[e(0 - 1) - 1] + e( -j| )2 - eK2( ^  )2 0 (A-12)
dx a
and has the closed form solution of
n 6 + 1  f  r ft- ATv2_ /e + l  ^Os2ni—e(x) = —   V L(K — ) x - (— -—  - ~ )  ](x - 1)
L a  a
. ,c + 1 TL.2_
+ ( - V  - x
a
1/2
(A-13)
(A-13)
For the particular case of e = 0 the resulting temperature distri­
bution is
T
0 ( x ) = ^  + ^ x  (A-14)
a a
A. 2.2 Coefficient y 4 0
For the variable conductivity case the Runge-Kutta method 
discussed in Appendix A.1.2 is utilized.
A.3 Numerical Integration-Isothermal Effects
The determination of the power output of the thermomagnetic 
generator for the case of isothermal effects requires th^ evalua­
tion of the following expression over the length of the block
A.3.1 Coefficient y = 0
Under conditions of constant electrical conductivity equation 
(A-15) becomes
Substitution of the derivative of equation (A-6) into equation 
(A-16) gives upon integration
A.3.2 Coefficient y ^ 0
When the electrical conductivity is not assumed constant, the 
evaluation of equation (A-15) requires a numerical integration tech­
nique. Simpson's one-third rule was selected for this purpose. In 
general the rule states that the integration of a function f(x) over 
the region of x = 0 to x is given by [10]
(A-15)
(A-16)
a a
P -  K(1 - K )s [  ^  f (A-17)
a
f(x)dx
The use of a numerical integration technique requires the evaluation 
of the magnitude of two types of errors, round-off and truncation. 
The two errors are dependent on the interval size and are opposed 
to each other. In this analysis it was found that the integrated 
function was insensitive to the increment selected. The case of 
constant conductivity, equation (A-17), was used as a check of the 
numerical method.
A.4 Numerical Integration-Adiabatic Effects
The power output of the thermomagnetic generator assuming 
adiabatic effects was found to be
"p _ jrg AZ P ........   r _ jr ^Z i cjjj (A-19)
P " Ke T Jo [1 + (Y + e)0] dx K T ■ J3. 3
A.4.1 Coefficient y = 0
For the case of constant electrical conductivity equation 
(A-19) becomes
p _ AZ r .,  ^, r ilS. _ ^  ,£Z i (jjr (A-20)
F Ke T Jo (1 + e0) dx K T J K }a a
Substitution of equation (A-13) and the derivative of equation 
(A-13) into equation (A-19).gives upon integration
P = K(1 - K)^  I  e)[ ^  ]2 (A-21)
3
A.4.2 Coefficient y  4 0
For the case of non-uniform electrical conductivity the numer­
ical integration technique discussed in Appendix B.1.2 is applied.
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B. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
The electrical conductivity of materials commonly used in 
energy conversion devices has been shown from experimental analyses 
[3] to be a function of temperature. The exact variation with 
temperature is not uniform for all materials. However, for the 
materials considered in [3] the resistivity is seen to vary linearly 
with temperature in the operating region less than 300 °K. There­
fore, in general
where p is the resistivity, pQ the baseline resistivity and 5 a 
constant for the material. The electrical conductivity is related 
to the resistivity by
p = PQ(1 + |T) (B-l)
1 (B-2)
Therefore
or
a o (B-3)
CT = (1 + |T)
Non-dimensionalizing, equation (B-3) becomes
CT " (1 + §Ta0)
(B-4)
Introducing
Y » 5Ta
into equation (B-4) gives
go
CT " (1 + Y0>
For this analysis values of y equal to 0.0, 
will be considered.
(B-5)
(B-6)
1.45 and 2.9
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